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Archive mode
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ESMB has entered archive mode. All posts and threads that were available to the general public are still readable. The board is
still searchable. 

Thank you all for your participation and readership over the last 12 years.
If you want to join in the conversation, please join the new ESMB Redux at www.exscn2.net.

Discussion in 'ESMB Help and Feedback' started by Dulloldfart, Sep 14, 2019.
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Dude, no offense intended, but in the years I have been lurking, your style of
communication has become more circuitous. Hey, I love words too. Sometimes I am
enthralled with an author's use of words, nearly hypnotised by the flow. Yet succinct
writing compels me as well.
I responded to your post calling ESMB a clique. I presented another group of people
that I considered stuck. 
Your response to me included the words "your clique". Why?

Alanzo said: ↑

Patron with Honors
Tanchi

The point is no cliques - yours, mine or anyone else's.

All possible views represented.

Tanchi, Sep 14, 2019 #41 Like Bookmark

tesseract, Aerial and Type4_PTS like this.

I agree with you. Truer words were never spoken.

Glenda said: ↑

Crusader
Free Being Me

This board is a resource for all sorts of people. It is not just a piece of internet real estate for the
lost and lonely, the bored and the attention seeking. There is value in this board which only time
may fully reveal.
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Collectively speaking Ex's and whistleblowers telling their stories exposing hubbard and
miscavige and $cientology is a bright ray of disinfectant sunshine. A warning that
$cientology is a manipulative predator cult preying on society. ESMB has given that
warning brilliantly.

I too see ESMB as a resource repository wherein the stories told here are the heart of
the board explaining what it's like being in a cult. And the aftermath of having been in
one. Disconnected family and friends. Murders and suicides. A prison of cultist belief
inside one's head. Years of life and money invested only to find out $cientology is a lie.
The mental/emotional indoctrination. The list goes on.

Those stories also help Ex's onion peel and for that I have nothing but respectful
gratitude for those who told them here.

Glenda said: ↑

This board at its finest was, and will remain, all about the personal stories. People can say what
they like, as loudly as they like, but this board will always be a resource for the human stories of
what people experienced during their time in scientology.

Human stories are powerful. Each story on this board is different but tends to hold a common
theme: corporate scientology is abusive. Yes people had good times during their scientology
experience. Good God, no abusive relationship is all bad. It doesn't work like that.

There is nothing unifying about abuse though there are common patterns that run through abuseClick to expand...

Free Being Me, Sep 14, 2019 #42 Like Bookmark

Voodoo likes this.

Alanzo, do you think "The Creed of the Church of Scientology" is sincere?

Sponsor
Veda

Visit the Ex Scientologist Message Board web site for selected content from ESMB and more: http://exscn.net/

Veda, Sep 14, 2019 #43 Like Bookmark

Warrior likes this.

You don't have a view, you have an agenda.

Alanzo said: ↑

Sponsor
freethinker

The point is no cliques - yours, mine or anyone else's.

All possible views represented.

"Today's scientists have substituted mathematics for experiments, and they
wander off through equation after equation, and eventually build a
structure which has no relation to reality." (Nikola Tesla)
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"In the twenty-first century, the robot will take the place which slave labor
occupied in ancient civilization."(Nikola Tesla)

freethinker, Sep 14, 2019 #44 Like Bookmark

Free to shine likes this.

Yes, and it is demonstrably that of the negating, making nothing of, putting down,
manipulating of and/or the destruction of all you he touches.

Indeed, I find it quite amazing that for a guy who has declared himself bankrupt he
spends SO MUCH TIME stalking good folks here. Strikes me that a more intelligent and
productive use of time would be to go earn $$$$'s instead of spreading shit here.

freethinker said: ↑

Crusader
RogerB

You don't have a view, you have an agenda.

Life is supposed to be enjoyed, Mate!  

Don't show me the money . . . give me the TRUTH!
Visit: http://knowledgism-practice-group.org

RogerB, Sep 15, 2019 #45 Like Bookmark

Voodoo likes this.

Who are you talking about Rog?

RogerB said: ↑

Con te partirò
Emma

Emma

Administrator

Yes, and it is demonstrably that of the negating, making nothing of, putting down, manipulating of
and/or the destruction of all you he touches.

Indeed, I find it quite amazing that for a guy who has declared himself bankrupt he spends SO
MUCH TIME stalking good folks here. Strikes me that a more intelligent and productive use of time
would be to go earn $$$$'s instead of spreading shit here.

Emma, Sep 15, 2019 #46 Like Bookmark

Little David likes this.

Logic dictates it must be Alanzo, coming from RogerB dictates it must be correct.

Emma said: ↑

Hero extraordinary
He-man

Who are you talking about Rog?

By the power of grayskull! I have the power!

What´s going on in my life right now: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8Nc8RCLy1s

If you can´t argue with them, have a laugh with them.
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If you can´t laugh with them, laugh at them.
If you can´t laugh at them, sit in a corner and cry.

He-man, Sep 15, 2019 #47 Like Bookmark

I was replying to Freethinker's response to Alanzo a couple of posts above:

Emma said: ↑

Crusader
RogerB

Who are you talking about Rog?

Alanzo said: ↑
The point is no cliques - yours, mine or anyone else's.
All possible views represented.
Free replied:
You don't have a view, you have an agenda.

Life is supposed to be enjoyed, Mate!  

Don't show me the money . . . give me the TRUTH!
Visit: http://knowledgism-practice-group.org

RogerB, Sep 15, 2019 #48 Like Bookmark

I guess this topic is moot now. Should Mr. Wall-to-wall Me! Me! Me! reappear, I'll simple
put him on ignore this time.

Paul

Squirrel
Extraordinaire

Dulloldfart
Since 2006, PaulsRobot (https://paulsrobot.com) will deliver a free fully-personalized stress-release session
to you whenever you want one.

Dulloldfart, Sep 15, 2019 #49 Like Bookmark

freethinker and Voodoo like this.

Sorry Paul, it's been a busy day and I wasn't sure if all the posting would now be on the
new board. It's a moving target. I'll reply to your messages about it.

Dulloldfart said: ↑

Con te partirò
Emma

Emma

Administrator

I guess this topic is moot now. Should Mr. Wall-to-wall Me! Me! Me! reappear, I'll simple put him on
ignore this time.

Paul

Emma, Sep 15, 2019 #50 Like Bookmark

Dulloldfart said: ↑

I guess this topic is moot now. Should Mr. Wall-to-wall Me! Me! Me! reappear, I'll simple put him on
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Says the guy who started a thread about himself to get attention so he could be a
moderator.

Bardo Tulpa
Alanzo

ignore this time.

Paul

AlanzosBlog.com: Critical Thinking on Scientology & Anti-Scientology

Alanzo, Sep 15, 2019 #51 Like Bookmark

Says the guy who made a vote to try and gain traction to get himself preemptively
banned on the new board.

Alanzo said: ↑

Hero extraordinary
He-man

Says the guy who started a thread about himself to get attention so he could be a moderator.

By the power of grayskull! I have the power!

What´s going on in my life right now: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8Nc8RCLy1s

If you can´t argue with them, have a laugh with them.
If you can´t laugh with them, laugh at them.
If you can´t laugh at them, sit in a corner and cry.

He-man, Sep 15, 2019 #52 Like Bookmark

tesseract and Type4_PTS like this.

It's OK. I know you're busy. I don't have any attention on unanswered messages, and
now have none on irritating insects.

Paul

Emma said: ↑

Squirrel
Extraordinaire

Dulloldfart

Sorry Paul, it's been a busy day and I wasn't sure if all the posting would now be on the new
board. It's a moving target. I'll reply to your messages about it.

Since 2006, PaulsRobot (https://paulsrobot.com) will deliver a free fully-personalized stress-release session
to you whenever you want one.

Dulloldfart, Sep 15, 2019 #53 Like Bookmark

I mean by the lords of Terra, are we not sometimes the most retarded club of people

that ever posted on a forum. 

He-man By the power of grayskull! I have the power!
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Hero extraordinary

What´s going on in my life right now: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8Nc8RCLy1s

If you can´t argue with them, have a laugh with them.
If you can´t laugh with them, laugh at them.
If you can´t laugh at them, sit in a corner and cry.

He-man, Sep 15, 2019 #54 Like Bookmark

And proud of it 

Gold Meritorious
Patron

Lurker5

Cautious as one crossing thin ice (LaoTze-TaoDeJing, Chapter 15. 2nd verse, no connection to marty)

For Ray - I have not forgotten you, my friend - But I should have. Still in, and vicious, soulless. A waste

of my concern. 

Lurker5, Sep 15, 2019 #55 Like Bookmark

freethinker likes this.

Me too!

Lurker5 said: ↑

Hero extraordinary
He-man

And proud of it 

By the power of grayskull! I have the power!

What´s going on in my life right now: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8Nc8RCLy1s

If you can´t argue with them, have a laugh with them.
If you can´t laugh with them, laugh at them.
If you can´t laugh at them, sit in a corner and cry.

He-man, Sep 15, 2019 #56 Like Bookmark

Lurker5 likes this.

Not retarded, ... but depraved!  

Patron with Horrors
tesseract

EVIL GETS THINGS DONE

tesseract, Sep 15, 2019 #57 Like Bookmark

Ditto

tesseract said: ↑

Not retarded, ... but depraved!  
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stubborn rebel sheep!
lotus

Please forgive this french frog attempting english...or help her 

lotus, Sep 15, 2019 #58 Like Bookmark

tesseract likes this.
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